January 18, 2019

Addendum 2
ITB # 18-43-206901
Transportation Asset Management System Support Analysis

Addendum number is issued for the following questions.

The Closing Date for this has not changed. This RFP will close as follows:
Proposals will be received until January 25, 2018 @ 3:00 PM local Alaska time.

Questions

1) Are you looking for an IT architecture or an asset management methodology? We anticipate it may be an IT architecture and any asset management methodology changes (process re-engineering) that may be recommended.

2) The RFP document states that you want to meet the TAM requirements as well as use the solution for internal reporting. What information (for internal purposes) do you need/ are you looking for? Internal performance measures or reporting will be department/asset specific, will support other regulatory or business information needs, and are anticipated to be based on the same source data as any TAM required information.

3) Appendix A, fourth paragraph, of the RFP states that some departments have identified key performance indicators. Can you share what those are? Current department specific KPIs will be made available during the Needs Analysis discovery process. ARRC anticipates indicators may be modified as a result of this process.

4) Is there an Alaska Bidders preference for this project? No there will be FTA funds used on the project which negates the use of AK bidders preference.

All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

If there are any questions regarding this addendum please let me know.

Thank you,

Greg Goemer
Sr. Contract Administrator
Alaska Railroad Corporation